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Abstract
DP-coloring was introduced byDvořák and Postle [J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 129 (2018) 38–54] as a generalization
of list coloring. They used a "weak" version of DP-coloring to solve a longstanding conjecture by Borodin, stating
that every planar graph without cycles of length 4 to 8 is 3-choosable. Liu and Li improved the result by showing that
every planar graph without adjacent cycles of length at most 8 is 3-choosable. In this paper, it is showed that every
planar graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles is 3-choosable. Actually, all these three papers give
more stronger results by stating them in the form of "weakly" DP-3-coloring and color extension.
1 Introduction
All graphs in this paper are finite, undirected and simple. For a graph G, a list-assignment L assigns to each vertex v a
set L(v) of colors available at v. An L-coloring of G is a proper coloring φ of G such that φ(v) ∈ L(v) for all v ∈ V(G).
A list κ-assignment L is a list-assignment such that |L(v)| ≥ κ for all v ∈ V(G). A graph G is κ-choosable or list
κ-colorable if it has an L-coloring for any list κ-assignment L. The list chromatic number or choice number χ`(G)
is the least integer κ such that G is κ-choosable.
The Four Color Theorem states that every planar graph is 4-colorable. Grötzsch [4] showed that every planar graph
without triangles is 3-colorable. Much more sufficient conditions for 3-colorability and 3-choosability are extensively
studied. Thomassen [13] showed that every planar graph with girth at least five is 3-choosable. Borodin [1] conjectured
that every planar graph without cycles of length 4 to 8 is 3-choosable.
A widely used technique in ordinary vertex coloring is the identification of vertices, but this is not feasible in general
for list coloring because different vertices may have different lists. To overcome this difficulty, Dvořák and Postle [3]
introduced DP-coloring, also called correspondence coloring, as a generalization of list coloring.
Definition 1. Let G be a simple graph and L be a list-assignment for G. For each vertex v ∈ V(G), let Lv = {v} × L(v);
for each edge uv ∈ E(G), letMuv be a matching between the sets Lu and Lv , and letM := ⋃uv∈E(G)Muv . We callM
amatching assignment. The matching assignment is called a κ-matching assignment if L(v) = [κ] for each v ∈ V(G).
A cover of G is a graph HL,M (simplly write H) satisfying the following two conditions:
(C1) the vertex set of H is the disjoint union of Lv for all v ∈ V(G);
(C2) the edge set of H is the matching assignmentM .
Note that the matchingMuv is not required to be a perfect matching between the sets Lu and Lv , and possibly it is
empty. The induced subgraph H[Lv] is an independent set for each vertex v ∈ V(G).
Definition 2. Let G be a simple graph and H be a cover of G. AnM -coloring of G is an independent set I in H such
that |I ∩ Lv | = 1 for each vertex v ∈ V(G). The graph G is DP-κ-colorable if for any list assignment L(v) ⊇ [κ] and
any matching assignmentM , it has anM -coloring. The DP-chromatic number χDP(G) of G is the least integer κ
such that G is DP-κ-colorable.
∗Corresponding author: wangtao@henu.edu.cn; iwangtao8@gmail.com
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Fig. 1: The abnormal cycle
DP-coloring is quite different from list coloring, for example each even cycle is 2-choosable but it is not DP-2-
colorable. Dvořák and Postle gave a relation between DP-coloring and list coloring.
LetW = w1w2 . . . wm with wm = w1 be a closed walk of length m in G, a matching assignment is inconsistent on
W , if there exists ci ∈ L(wi) for i ∈ [m] such that (wi, ci)(wi+1, ci+1) is an edge inMwiwi+1 for i ∈ [m − 1] and c1 , cm.
Otherwise, the matching assignment is consistent onW .
Theorem 1.1 (Dvořák and Postle [3]). A graph is κ-choosable if and only if G isM -colorable for every consistent
κ-matching assignmentM .
With the aid of DP-coloring (actually "weakly" DP-coloring, see Theorem 1.3), Dvořák and Postle [3] solved the
longstanding conjecture by Borodin.
Theorem 1.2 (Dvořák and Postle [3]). Every planar graph without cycles of length 4 to 8 is 3-choosable.
An edge uv in G is straight in a k-matching assignmentM if (u, c1)(v, c2) ∈Muv satisfies c1 = c2. An edge uv in
G is full in a k-matching assignmentM ifMuv is a perfect matching.
Lemma 1 (Dvořák and Postle [3]). Let G be a graph with a κ-matching assignmentM , and let K be a subgraph of G.
If for every cycle Q in K , the assignmentM is consistent on Q and all edges of Q are full, then we may rename L(u)
for u ∈ V(K) to obtain a κ-matching assignmentM ′ for G such that all edges of K are straight inM ′.
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, they showed a stronger result as the following.
Theorem 1.3 (Dvořák and Postle [3]). Let G be a plane graph without cycles of length 4 to 8. Let S be a set of vertices
ofG such that |S | ≤ 1 or S consists of all vertices on a face ofG. LetM be a 3-matching assignment forG such thatM
is consistent on every closed walk of length three in G. If |S | ≤ 12, then everyM -coloring φ of G[S] can be extended
to anM -coloring ϕ of G.
Two cycles are adjacent if they have at least one common edge. An `1-cycle and an `2-cycle are normally adjacent
if they form an (`1 + `2 − 2)-cycle with exactly one chord. In other words, two cycles are normally adjacent if their
intersection is K2. Recently, Liu and Li [7] improved Theorem 1.3 to the following result by allowing cycles of length
4 to 8 but forbidding adjacent cycles of length at most 8.
Theorem 1.4 (Liu and Li [7]). Let G be a plane graph without adjacent cycles of length at most 8. Let S be a set of
vertices of G such that |S | ≤ 1 or S consists of all vertices on a face of G. LetM be a 3-matching assignment for G
such thatM is consistent on every closed walk of length three in G. If |S | ≤ 12, then everyM -coloring φ of G[S] can
be extended to anM -coloring ϕ of G.
This implies the 3-choosability of planar graphs without adjacent cycles of length at most 8.
Theorem 1.5 (Liu and Li [7]). Every planar graph without adjacent cycles of length at most 8 is 3-choosable.
The aim of this paper is to further improve Theorem 1.4 to the following result by allowing adjacent cycles of length
6 to 8 and changing the condition on precolored vertices from faces to cycles. But before we state the main theorem,
it’s necessary to give a new concept. A cycle is normal if each vertex not on it has at most two neighbors on the cycle.
The abnormal 12−-cycles can only be the 12-cycle as in Fig. 1. A d-vertex, d+-vertex or d−-vertex is a vertex of degree
d, at least d, or at most d respectively. Similar definitions can be applied to faces and cycles.
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a plane graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles. Let S be a set of vertices of
G such that |S | ≤ 1 or S consists of all vertices on a normal cycle of G. LetM be a 3-matching assignment for G such
thatM is consistent on every closed walk of length three in G. If |S | ≤ 12, then everyM -coloring φ of G[S] can be
extended to anM -coloring ϕ of G.
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Remark 1. The graph in Fig. 1 is a plane graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles. It is observed that
not everyM -coloring of the 12-cycle can be extended to the whole graph.
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.6, and it improves Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 1.7. Every planar graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles is 3-choosable.
The following three results are immediate consequences of Theorem 1.7. The first one generalizes the 3-colorability
of such graphs by Luo, Chen and Wang [11], and the second one generalizes the 3-colorability of such graphs by Wang
and Chen [14].
Corollary 1. Every planar graph without 4, 6, 7, 8-cycles is 3-choosable.
Corollary 2. Every planar graph without 4, 5, 6, 8-cycles is 3-choosable.
Corollary 3. Every planar graph without 4, 5, 7, 8-cycles is 3-choosable.
Remark 2. Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.7 are only for 3-choosable, but not for DP-3-colorable. Since we
require the "consistency" on every closed walk of length three, the graphs in Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6
are "weakly" DP-3-colorable. It is interesting to know whether such graphs are DP-3-colorable.
Liu et al. gave some sufficient conditions for a planar graph to be DP-3-colorable which extends the 3-choosability
of such graphs.
Theorem 1.8 (Liu et al. [10]). A planar graph is DP-3-colorable if it satisfies one of the following conditions:
(1) G contains no {3, 6, 7, 8}-cycles.
(2) G contains no {3, 5, 6}-cycles.
(3) G contains no {4, 5, 6, 9}-cycles.
(4) G contains no {4, 5, 7, 9}-cycles.
(5) G contains no {5, 6, 7}-cycles and no triangles at distance less than two.
Theorem 1.9 (Liu et al. [9]). If a and b are distinct values from {6, 7, 8}, then every planar graph without cycles of
lengths {4, a, b, 9} is DP-3-colorable.
In the spirit of Bordeaux conditions, Yin and Yu [15] gave the following condition for planar graphs to be DP-3-
colorable.
Theorem 1.10 (Yin and Yu [15]). A planar graph is DP-3-colorable if it satisfies one of the following conditions:
(1) G contains no {4, 5}-cycles and no triangles at distance less than three.
(2) G contains no {4, 5, 6}-cycles and no triangles at distance less than two.
DP-4-colorable planar or toroidal graphs can be found in [2, 5, 6, 8]. Thomassen [12] showed that every planar
graph is 5-choosable. Dvořák and Postle [3] observed that every planar graph is DP-5-colorable.
We need more notations in the next sections. Let G be a plane graph. The edges and vertices divide the plane into a
number of faces. The unbounded face is called the outer face, and the other faces are called inner faces. An internal
vertex is a vertex that is not incident with the outer face. An internal face is a face having no common vertices with
the outer cycle. Let O be a cycle of a plane graph G, the cycle O divides the plane into two regions, the subgraph
induced by all the vertices in the unbounded region is denoted by ext(O), and the subgraph induced by all the vertices
in the other region is denoted by int(O). If both int(O) and ext(O) contain at least one vertex, then we call the cycle O
a separating cycle of G. The subgraph obtained from G by deleing all the vertices in ext(O) is denoted by Int(O), and
the subgraph obtained from G by deleing all the vertices in int(O) is denoted by Ext(O). LetN be the set of inner faces
having at least one common vertex with the outer face.
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2 Proof of Theorem 1.6
In this section, we give a proof of the following main result.
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a plane graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles. Let S be a set of vertices of
G such that |S | ≤ 1 or S consists of all vertices on a normal cycle of G. LetM be a 3-matching assignment for G such
thatM is consistent on every closed walk of length three in G. If |S | ≤ 12, then everyM -coloring φ of G[S] can be
extended to anM -coloring ϕ of G.
Proof. Suppose that G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.6. That is, there exists anM -coloring of G[S] that
cannot be extended to anM -coloring of G such that
|V(G)| is minimized. (1)
Subject to (1),
|E(G)| − |S | is minimized. (2)
Subject to (1) and (2),
the number of edges in the 3-matching assignmentM is maximized. (3)
By the structure of G, we immediately have the following result on 8−-cycles.
Lemma 2. Every 8−-cycle has no chord. Moreover, every 8−-cycle is not adjacent to any 3-cycle.
Next, we give some structural results on G. Some of the lemmas are almost the same with that in [3] and [7], but
for completeness we give detailed proofs here.
Lemma 3.
(a) S , V(G);
(b) G is 2-connected, and thus the boundary of every face is a cycle;
(c) each vertex not in S has degree at least three;
(d) either |S | = 1 or G[S] is an induced cycle of G;
(e) there is no separating normal κ-cycle for 3 ≤ κ ≤ 12;
(f) G[S] is an induced cycle of G.
Proof. (a) Suppose to the contrary that S = V(G). EveryM -coloring of G[S] is anM -coloring of G, a contradiction.
(b) By the condition (1), G is connected. Suppose to the contrary that G has a cut-vertex w. We may assume that
G = G1 ∪G2 and G1 ∩G2 = {w}. By the hypothesis of the set S, either S ⊆ V(G1) or S ⊆ V(G2). We may assume that
S ⊆ V(G1). By the condition (1), theM -coloring φ of G[S] can be extended to anM -coloring φ1 of G1, and φ1(w)
can be extended to anM -coloring φ2 of G2. These two colorings φ1 and φ2 together give anM -coloring of G whose
restriction on G[S] is φ, a contradiction.
(c) Suppose that there exists a vertex w not in S having degree at most two. By the condition (1), theM -coloring
of G[S] can be extended to anM -coloring of G − w. Since w has degree at most two, there are at most two forbidden
colors for w, thus we can extend theM -coloring of G − w to anM -coloring of G, a contradiction.
(d) Suppose to the contrary that S = V(Q) and Q is a cycle with a chord uv. It is observed that theM -coloring of
G[S] is also anM -coloring of the induced subgraph in G − uv. By the condition (2), theM -coloring φ of G[S] can
be extended to anM -coloring of G − uv, and hence it is also anM -coloring of G, a contradiction.
(e) We first show that G[S] cannot be a separating cycle. Suppose to the contrary that G[S] is a separating (normal)
cycle O. By the condition (1), theM -coloring φ of O can be extended to anM -coloring φ1 of Int(O), and another
M -coloring φ2 of Ext(O). These two colorings φ1 and φ2 together give anM -coloring of G whose restriction on G[S]
is φ, a contradiction.
Thus, either |S | = 1 or S consists of all vertices on a face of G. Let Q be a separating normal κ-cycle with
3 ≤ κ ≤ 12. Thus, we may assume that S ⊆ Ext(Q). By the condition (1), theM -coloring φ of G[S] can be extended
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Fig. 2: A 5-face is adjacent to an 8−-face, where the blue cycle bounds a 5-face and the red cycle bounds an 8−-face
to anM -coloring ϕ1 of Ext(Q). Similarly, the restriction of ϕ1 on G[V(Q)] can be extended to anM -coloring ϕ2 of
Int(Q). These two colorings ϕ1 and ϕ2 together give anM -coloring ofGwhose restriction onG[S] is φ, a contradiction.
(f) According to (d), suppose to the contrary that S = {w}. We first assume that w is on an 11−-cycle. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that Q is a shortest cycle containing w. Since Q is a shortest cycle containing w, the cycle
Q is an induced cycle. By (e), we may assume that ext(Q) = ∅ and Q is the outer cycle. By (c) and Q is an induced
cycle, thus every vertex on Q other than w has a neighbor in int(Q), which implies that int(Q) , ∅. By the condition
(1), theM -coloring φ of {w} can be extended to anM -coloring φ1 of Q. By the condition (2), theM -coloring φ1 of
Q can be further extended to anM -coloring of G, a contradiction.
So we may assume that every cycle containing w has length at least 12. Let w be incident with a face w1ww2 . . . w1.
Let G′ be obtained from G by adding a chord w1w2 in the face, let S′ = {w, w1, w2} and let the 3-matching assignment
M ′ for G′ be obtained fromM by setting the matching corresponding to w1w2 is edgeless. We can easily check that
G′ is a planar graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles. By the condition (1), theM -coloring φ of {w}
can be extended to anM ′-coloring φ1 of G′[S′]. By the condition (2), theM ′-coloring φ1 of G′[S′] can be further
extended to anM ′-coloring ϕ of G′. It is observed that ϕ is anM -coloring of G, a contradiction. 
For convenience, we can redraw the graph G such that G[S] is the outer cycle C of G.
Lemma 4. There is no 5−-face adjacent to 8−-face.
Proof. Recall that every face is bounded by a cycle. Assume that f is an 8−-face w1w2w3 . . . w1 and it is adjacent to
a 5−-face g. By Lemma 2, it suffices to consider that g is a 4- or 5-face. Suppose that g = uvw3w2 is a 4-face. Since
there is no 5−-cycle normally adjacent to 8−-cycle, we have that either u or v is on f . By symmetry, we may assume
that u is on f . Recall that every 8−-face is bounded by a cycle and this cycle has no chord, so u = w1 and v is not on
f . It is observed that w2 is a 2-vertex and it must be on the outer cycle C. It follows that either f or g is the outer face.
If f is the outer face, then v is an internal vertex and it has a neighbor not on C, thus there is a separating 8−-cycle, a
contradiction. Similarly, if g is the outer face, then there is an internal vertex on f having a neighbor not on C, thus
there is a separating 8−-cycle containing w1vw3, a contradiction.
Suppose that g = uvww3w2 is a 5-face. Note that at least one of u, v and w is not on f . Suppose that v is on f , and
(up to symmetry) w is not on f . It follows that w has a neighbor not on f , and there is a separating 8−-cycle containing
w3wv, a contradiction. So we assume that v is not on f , and there are only three cases for the local structures, see
Lemma 4. Since there is no 5−-cycle normally adjacent to an 8−-cycle, the first case will not occur. In the other two
cases, w2 is a 2-vertex, and it must be on the outer cycle C. Similarly, if f is the outer face, then v has a neighbor not
on f and there is a separating 9−-cycle containing uvw, a contradiction; if g is the outer face, then there is an internal
vertex on f having a neighbor not on g, and then there is a separating 9−-cycle containing uvw, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5. If ww1w2 is a triangle and w, w2 are internal 3-vertices, then all the edges in {ww1, ww2, w1w2} are full.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that at least one of ww1, ww2 and w1w2 is not full. By applying Lemma 1 to {ww1, ww2},
wemay assume thatww1 andww2 are straight inM . LetM ′ be a new 3-matching assignment forG by settingM ′e =Me
for each e < {ww1, ww2, w1w2} and all edges in {ww1, ww2, w1w2} are straight and full. Note that ww1 and ww2 are
straight inM , thusMww1 ⊆ M ′ww1 andMww2 ⊆ M ′ww2 . Since all the edges in {ww1, ww2, w1w2} are full inM ′ but
not inM , the number of edges inM ′ is greater than that inM . Since there is no adjacent triangles, every closed
walk of length three is consistent in M ′. By the condition (3), the M -coloring φ (also M ′-coloring) of the outer
cycle C can be extended to anM ′-coloring φ′ of G, but φ′ is not anM -coloring of G by our assumption. Note that
Me ⊆M ′e for any e , w1w2, so we may assume that φ′(w1) = 1, φ′(w2) = 2 and (w1, 1)(w2, 2) ∈Mw1w2 . If (w1, 1) has
an incident edge inMww1 and (w2, 2) has an incident edge inMww2 , then the closed walk ww1w2w is not consistent in
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M , a contradiction. If (w1, 1) has no incident edge inMww1 , then we can modify φ′ to obtain anM -coloring of G by
recoloring w2 and w1 in order, a contradiction. So we may assume that (w1, 1) has an incident edge inMww1 and (w2, 2)
has no incident edge inMww2 . Since ww1 is straight inM , we have that (w1, 1)(w, 1) ∈Mww1 . Furthermore, we may
assume that (w, 1) has no incident edge inMww2 , otherwise the closed walk w2ww1w2 is not consistent inM . Now, we
can obtain a new 3-matching assignmentM ∗ for G by adding an edge (w, 1)(w2, 2) toM . By the hypothesis, ww2 is
only contained in the triangle ww1w2, so the addition of (w, 1)(w2, 2) does not makeM ∗ inconsistent on closed 3-walk,
but this contradicts the condition (3). 
Lemma 6. Let w0, w1, w2, w3, w4 be five consecutive vertices on a 5+-face. If w1, w2, w3, w4 are all 3-vertices and w1w2
is on 3-face ww1w2, then at least one vertex in {w1, w2, w3, w4} is on the outer cycle C.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that none of {w1, w2, w3, w4} is on the outer cycle C. Let w ′ be the neighbor of w3 other
than w2, w4, and let H = G − {w1, w2, w3, w4}. It is observed that w0, w1, w2, w3, w4, w and w ′ are seven distinct vertices.
We claim that the distance between w0 and w ′ is at least nine in H. Let P be a shortest path between w0 and w ′ in H. It
is observed that Q = P∪w0w1w2w3w ′ is a cycle. If w is on the path P, then P[w0, w]∪w0w1w and P[w, w ′]∪ww2w3w ′
are all cycles, which implies that these two cycles have length at least nine and |P | ≥ (9 − 2) + (9 − 3) = 13. If w is not
on the path P, then Q is a separating normal cycle (note that w and w4 are in different sides of the cycle Q) and it has
length at least 13, which implies that |P | = |Q| − 4 ≥ 13 − 4 = 9.
By Lemma 5 and Lemma 1, we may assume that all the edges incident with the vertices in {w1, w2, w3} are straight.
Let G′ be the graph obtained from H by identifying w0 and w ′, and letM ′ be the restriction ofM on E(G′). Since the
distance between w0 and w ′ is at least nine in H, the graph G′ has no loop, no multiple edge and no new 8−-cycle, thus
G′ is a simple planar graph without 5−-cycles normally adjacent to 8−-cycles. Moreover, C is also a normal cycle of G′
and it has no chord in G′. This implies that φ is anM ′-coloring of G′[S]. Since |V(G′)| < |V(G)|, theM ′-coloring φ
of G′[S] can be extended to anM ′-coloring ϕ of G′. Since w3 and w4 are all 3-vertices, we can extend ϕ to w4 and w3
in order. Recall that all the edges incident with vertices in {w1, w2, w3} are straight, thus w0 and w3 have distinct colors,
and then we can further extend the coloring to w2 and w1, a contradiction. 
Let w be a vertex on the outer cycle C, and let w1, w2, . . . , wκ be consecutive neighbors in a cyclic order. If f is a
face in N incident with wwi and wwi+1, but neither wwi nor wwi+1 is an edge of C, then we call f a special face at w.
An internal 3-vertex is bad if it is incident with a non-special 3-face, light if it is incident with a special 3-face, or an
inner 4-face or an inner 5-face, good if it is neither bad nor light.
Corollary 4. There is no five consecutive bad vertices on a 5+-face.
Lemma 7. If a 4-face in N has at least two common vertices with C, then it has exactly two common vertices with C,
and these two vertices are consecutive on the 4-face.
Proof. Suppose that f = w1w2w3w4 is a 4-face in N that has at least three common vertices with C. By Lemma 3(f),
C is an induced cycle. So we may assume that w1, w2, w3 are three consecutive vertices on C and w4 is an internal
vertex. By Lemma 3(c), w4 has another neighbor w ′ other than w1 and w3. If w ′ is an internal vertex, then there exists
a separating normal 12−-cycle, a contradiction. If w ′ is on the outer cycle C, then the 4-cycle w1w2w3w4 is normally
adjacent to an 8−-cycle, a contradiction.
Suppose that f is a 4-face in N that has exactly two common vertices with C. If these two vertices are not
consecutive on the 4-face, then there exists a separating normal 12−-cycle, a contradiction. 
We give the initial charge µ(v) = deg(v) − 4 for any v ∈ V(G), µ( f ) = deg( f ) − 4 for any face f ∈ F(G) other than
outer face D, and µ(D) = deg(D) + 4 for the outer face D. By the Euler formula, the sum of the initial charges is zero.
That is, ∑
v ∈V (G)
(
deg(v) − 4) + ∑
f ∈ F(G)\D
(
deg( f ) − 4) + (deg(D) + 4) = 0. (4)
Next, we give the discharging rules to redistribute the charges, preserving the sum, such that the final charge of every
element in V(G) ∪ F(G) is nonnegative, and at least one element in V(G) ∪ F(G) has positive final charge. This leads
a contradiction to complete the proof.
R1 Each non-special 3-face receives 13 from each adjacent internal vertex.
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R2 Each bad vertex receives 23 from each incident 9+-face; each light vertex receives
1
2 from each incident 9
+-face;
each good vertex receives 13 from each incident face.
R3 Let w be an internal 4-vertex. If it is incident with exactly two non-special 3-faces, then it receives 13 from each
incident 9+-face. If it is incident with exactly one non-special 3-face f and three 9+-faces, then it receives 13 from
the 9+-face which is not adjacent to f . If it is incident with exactly one non-special 3-face f and exactly two
9+-faces, then it receives 16 from each incident 9
+-face.
R4 Each 2-vertex on the outer cycle C receives 23 from the incident face in N and 43 from the outer face.
R5 Each 3-vertex on the outer cycle C receives 43 from the outer face and sends 13 to incident 5−-face in N and 16 to
each incident κ-face in N , where 6 ≤ κ ≤ 8.
R6 Each 4-vertex on the outer cycle C receives 1 from the outer face, and sends 1 to each incident special 5−-face, 13
to each of the other incident 8−-face in N .
R7 Each 5+-vertex on the outer cycle C receives 1 from the outer face, and sends 1 to each incident special 5−-face
and 12 to each of the other incident face in N .
Lemma 8. Every face other than D has nonnegative final charge.
Proof. If f is a special 3-face, then µ′( f ) = 3 − 4 + 1 = 0 by R6 and R7. If f is a non-special 3-face having no vertex
on the outer cycle C, then µ′( f ) = 3 − 4 + 3 × 13 = 0 by R1. If f is a non-special 3-face having two vertices on the
outer cycle C, then f has a common edge with the outer face by Lemma 3(f), and then µ′( f ) ≥ 3 − 4 + 3 × 13 = 0 by
R1, R5, R6 and R7. Note that no 3-face have three common vertices with C.
Let f be a κ-face in N with 4 ≤ κ ≤ 8. If f is an inner face and 4 ≤ κ ≤ 5, then it does not involve in the
discharging procedure, and then µ′( f ) = κ − 4 ≥ 0. If f is an inner face and 6 ≤ κ ≤ 8, then it can only send charges to
incident good vertices, and then µ′( f ) ≥ κ − 4 − κ × 13 ≥ 0 by R2. So we may assume that f has at least one common
vertex with C. If κ = 4 and f has exactly one common vertex with C, then it receive 1 from the vertex on the outer
cycle C and sends 13 to each incident good vertex, and then µ′( f ) ≥ 4 − 4 + 1 − 3 × 13 = 0 by R6, R7 and R2. If
κ = 4 and f has at least two common vertices with C, then it has exactly one common edge with C by Lemma 7, and
then µ′( f ) ≥ 4 − 4 + 2 × 13 − 2 × 13 = 0 by R5, R6, R7 and R2. If κ = 5 and f has no common edge with C, then
µ′( f ) ≥ 5 − 4 + 13 − 4 × 13 = 0 by R6, R7 and R2. If κ = 5 and f has a common edge with C, then it is incident with at
most two 2-vertices and at least one internal vertex, and then µ′( f ) ≥ 5− 4+ 2× 13 − 2× 23 − 13 = 0. Let 6 ≤ κ ≤ 8. By
R5, R6 and R7, the face f receives at least 2 × 16 = 13 from the vertices on the outer cycle C if f has a common edge
with C, and otherwise it receives at least 13 from the vertices on the outer cycle C. Thus, f receives at least a total of 13
from all the vertices on the outer cycle C. Note that f is incident with at most κ − 3 vertices of degree two and at least
one internal vertex, which implies that
µ′( f ) ≥ κ − 4 + 1
3
− (κ − 3) × 2
3
− 1
3
=
1
3
(κ − 6) ≥ 0. (5)
Let f be a κ-face in N with κ ≥ 9. By the discharging rules, it is easy to show the following fact.
Fact-1 f sends nothing to the 3+-vertices on the outer cycle C and sends at most 13 to each incident internal 4-vertex.
If f is incident with some 2-vertices, then f is incident with at least two 3+-vertices on the outer cycle C and it
sends nothing to these vertices, which implies that
µ′( f ) ≥ κ − 4 − (κ − 2) × 2
3
=
1
3
(κ − 8) > 0. (6)
So we may assume that f is not incident with any 2-vertex.
Let α be the number of bad vertices on f , β be the number of light vertices on f , and let ρ be the number of internal
3-vertices on f . It is observed that α + β ≤ ρ. By Lemma 6, we can easily show the following fact on the parameters
α and β.
Fact-2 If α ≥ 3, then α + β ≤ ρ ≤ κ − 2.
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Ifα ≤ 3, then µ′( f ) ≥ κ−4−3× 23−(κ−3)× 12 = κ−92 ≥ 0. Ifα ≥ 4 and κ ≥ 10, then µ′( f ) ≥ κ−4−(κ−2)× 23−2× 13 =
1
3 (κ − 10) ≥ 0. It remains to assume that α ≥ 4, κ = 9 and f = w1w2 . . . w9.
Suppose that α = 7. By Corollary 4, the two non-bad vertex divided the bad vertices on f into two parts, one
consisting of three consecutive bad vertices and the other consisting of four consecutive bad vertices. By symmetry, we
may assume that none of w1 and w6 is a bad vertex. By Lemma 6, w1w2, w3w4 and w5w6 are adjacent to 3-faces. By
symmetry, we may further assume that w6w7 and w8w9 are adjacent to 3-faces. By Lemma 6, w1 cannot be an internal
3-vertex. If w1 is an internal 5+-vertex or on the outer cycle C, then f sends nothing to w1. If w1 is an internal 4-vertex,
then w1 is incident with three 9+-faces, and it receives nothing from f by R3. Thus, f sends nothing to w1 in all cases,
which implies that µ′( f ) ≥ 9 − 4 − 7 × 23 − 13 = 0.
If α ≤ 5, then µ′( f ) ≥ 9− 4− 5× 23 − 2× 12 − 2× 13 = 0. It remains to assume that α = 6. If there is no light vertex
on f , then µ′( f ) ≥ 9 − 4 − 6 × 23 − 3 × 13 = 0. So we may assume that there is a light vertex on f . By the definitions
of bad vertices and light vertices, a light vertex cannot be adjacent to two bad vertices on f , thus a light vertex must be
adjacent to a non-bad vertex on f , which implies that the bad vertices on f are divided into two parts by Corollary 4.
Without loss of generality, we assume that w1 is light and w9 is non-bad, thus w2 is bad. Since bad vertex and light
vertex cannot be in the same 3-face, w2w3 is incident with a 3-face and w1w9 is incident with a 5−-face. If f has a
common vertex with C, then f sends nothing to this vertex and µ′( f ) ≥ 9 − 4 − 6 × 23 − 2 × 12 = 0. So we may assume
that f has no common vertex with the outer cycle C. By Lemma 6, w3 is bad and at least one of {w4, w5} is not an
internal 3-vertex, and thus it is not bad. Furthermore, w9 is a 4+-vertex. Suppose that w7w8 is incident with a 3-face.
By Lemma 6, w5w6 is incident with a 3-face and none of w5 and w9 is an internal 3-vertex, which implies that w4 is bad
and w4w5 is incident with a 3-face. By R2 and R3, f sends 23 to each incident bad vertex, at most
1
3 to w5 and sends
nothing to w9, which implies that µ′( f ) ≥ 9 − 4 − 6 × 23 − 12 − 13 > 0. In the other case, w8w9 and w6w7 are incident
with 3-faces. Note that one of {w4, w5} is bad and the other is non-bad, thus w4w5 is incident with a 3-face. Whenever
w4 or w5 is non-bad, it receives nothing from f , which implies that µ′( f ) ≥ 9 − 4 − 6 × 23 − 2 × 12 = 0. 
Lemma 9. Every vertex has nonnegative final charge.
Proof. If v is a 2-vertex, then it is on the outer cycle, and then it receives 23 from the incident face in N and 43 from
the outer face by R4, which implies that µ′(v) = 2 − 4 + 23 + 43 = 0. If v is a 3-vertex on the outer cycle, then it
receives 43 from the outer face and, sends
1
3 to exactly one 5
−-face in N or sends 16 to each incident 8−-face by R5,
which implies that µ′(v) ≥ 3 − 4 + 43 − max
{ 1
3, 2 × 16
}
= 0. If v is a 4-vertex on the outer cycle, then it receives 1
from the outer face and, sends 1 to a special 5−-face or at most 13 to each incident face in N by R6, which implies that
µ′(v) ≥ 4 − 4 + 1 −max{1, 3 × 13 } = 0. If v is a 5+-vertex, then it receives 1 from the outer face, and averagely sends at
most 12 to each incident face in N , and then µ′(v) ≥ deg(v) − 4 + 1 − (deg(v) − 1) × 12 = deg(v)−52 ≥ 0.
If v is a bad vertex, then µ′(v) = 3 − 4 + 2 × 23 − 13 = 0. If v is a light vertex, then µ′(v) = 3 − 4 + 2 × 12 = 0. If v
is a good vertex, then µ′(v) = 3 − 4 + 3 × 13 = 0. If v is an internal 4-vertex and incident with two non-special 3-faces,
then µ′(v) = 4 − 4 + 2 × 13 − 2 × 13 = 0. If v is an internal 4-vertex and incident with exactly one non-special 3-face,
then µ′(v) = 4 − 4 + min{ 13, 2 × 16 } − 13 = 0. If v is an internal 4-vertex but not incident with any non-special 3-face,
then µ′(v) = 4− 4 = 0. If v is an internal 5+-vertex, then it sends at most 13 to each incident 5−-face, which implies that
µ′(v) ≥ deg(v) − 4 − 13 × b deg(v)2 c > 0. 
Lemma 10. The outer face D has nonnegative charge, and there exists an element having positive final charge.
By the discharging rules, µ′(D) ≥ |D | + 4 − 43 |D| = 13 (12 − |D |) ≥ 0. The equality holds if and only if |D | = 12
and each vertex on C receives 43 from D. By (4) and R4–R7, we may assume that |D | = 12 and each vertex on C is a
3−-vertex.
Let f be an arbitrary κ-face adjacent to D. By the discharging rules, f sends nothing to the vertices on C and at
most 23 to each of the other incident vertex. If f is a 9
+-face, then µ′( f ) ≥ κ − 4 − (κ − 2) × 23 > 0. So we may assume
that every face adjacent to D is an 8−-face. Since there is no 5−-faces adjacent to 8−-faces, each such face is a 6+-face
and each incident internal 3-vertex is good. By R4 and R2, f sends 23 to each incident 2-vertex and at most
1
3 to each
incident internal vertex, which implies that µ′( f ) ≥ κ − 4 + 2 × 16 − 23 (κ − 3) − 13 = 13 (κ − 6) ≥ 0, and the equality
holds only if f is a 6-face incident with three 2-vertices. Let w1w2 . . . w12 be the outer cycle, we may assume that w4
is a 3-vertex incident with two 6-faces in N . Thus, w4, w8, w12 are three 3-vertices and all the other vertices are all
2-vertices. Now, we have known the structures of G, and the graph must be as in Fig. 1, a contradiction. 
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